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COMPANY UPDATE
August is normally a challenging month for the wine industry with most of Europe shut down for holidays
and business tends to slow down. This year has been different as a lot of people have been “on holiday” for
the past few months due to the Covid-19 shutdowns. For Oeno August has been a good month with
business significantly up on this time last year as investors get greater clarity on their financial position.
Overall wine investment has held steady since the start of the pandemic, with Oeno experiencing a very
modest dip of around 10% in revenue at the height of the lockdown.
Looking ahead we have a very exciting event on the 12th of September for our Italian clients, guests and
friends in the historic Casinò Di Venezia during the Venice International Film Festival. There’ll be the
opportunity to taste delicious wines from the Oeno portfolio and speak with some of our top Italian
winemakers who will be in attendance. We are hosting the event with the patronage of the City of Venice
and during the evening there will be a silent auction of unique large format wines including three magnums
of Barbaresco 2000 signed by legendary winemaker Angelo Gaja. I look forward to personally welcoming
those of you who are able to attend.
Daniel Carnio, CEO & Co-Founder
Daniel was born into the world of wine, taking his first sip aged 6 and helping with
the harvest in his grandfather’s vineyards. After studying enology under Professor
Mario Fregoni, Daniel made wine under the late, great Gianfranco Soldera and
worked as a sommelier at Michelin-starred restaurants before setting up his first
wine investment company in his late twenties. As Oeno’s director, Daniel’s
encyclopaedic knowledge of wine and exceptional industry contacts benefit all
parts of the group.
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BETTING ON THE STOCK MARKET?
If you compare the FTSE 100 at the start of August and now you’ll immediately notice something odd. The
numbers have barely changed. In fact, looking at the graph you might think things have settled down and
there’s very little to worry about.
How wrong could they be? Whilst the FTSE 100 has done its best impression of a sloth, the American
markets, especially the Nasdaq, have been doing their best impression of that boy band One Direction. The
UK stock market is at an all-time low relative to its peers. With the furlough scheme winding down and
Brexit still to be resolved there are still major issues that could knock the UK markets lower.
UK dividends dropped 54% in the second quarter. Globally they are down 20%. More than a quarter of
companies cut or cancelled their dividends during the quarter. According to the Office for Budget
Responsibility as many as 20% of those on furlough could be made redundant by the autumn, pushing the
unemployment rate close to 12%. The US market has been driven by the big tech companies, with the main
5 being up over 30% whilst the median stock is down 7%.
With the main 5 companies making up an historic 25% of the S&P 500 value and the Price to Earnings ratio
above 23%, back almost to the 1999 tech bubble burst level, things are not exactly what they first seem
when looking at the US markets. Nearly 20 million Americans remain unemployed because of COVID-19 and
Consumer Confidence for August has fallen to 84.8, lower than at the height of the lockdown. More
disconcerting is that the expectations component fell to 85.2, the lowest for a year. It was above 100 in
June and points to hopes for a V-shaped rapid recovery being over optimistic.
Efforts by the US’s central bank (The Federal Reserve Bank) to support the economy have led to a collapse
in US Treasury Bond yields. The fact that the Fed now plans to target “average inflation” of 2% as its new
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strategy, due to changes in underlying conditions, growth, productivity and inflation, means interest rates
will be staying at their current low levels for longer than currently anticipated.
Jobs now has a greater emphasis with the rate setters than inflation. Seeing as how the job market
delivered the best job rate in a generation before the pandemic struck without igniting inflation, it is
difficult to disagree with their assessment. With the US bond market being worth twice as much as the
stock market, at almost $40tn, one can see how a switch by a small proportion of that money to seek a
better return can have a major impact on other asset classes.

For some investors, the TINA mantra (There Is No Alternative) justifies their every increasing bet on stocks.
Should the Federal Reserve Bank stop growing its balance sheet, which has gone from $3.8tn to more than
$7tn during the pandemic, stock markets would face a correction.
During these uncertain and unprecedented times, diversification is the safest method of investing. The
safest of all investments is fine wine with its inherently minimal correlation to the stock market.
Mike Heffernan, Head Financial Analyst
Mike Heffernan started working in the City in the 1980s, advancing quickly to
become a dealer and then a broker in 1988. For 10 years he pursued a very
successful career in broking for the highly acclaimed Harlow’s International & Spot
CHF desks before turning his attention on the Asian market. Now Mike helps Oeno
to stay ahead of the game in his role as Head Financial Analyst.
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INVESTING IN CHAMPAGNE
How many truly special occasions do we have in our lives? For most people we can count them on one or
two hands. Turning 18 (or 21), getting your first car or serious job, a major promotion at work perhaps.
More typically its an engagement, wedding, birth of a child or significant anniversary or birthday, and if
we’re truly fortunate then it might be the sale of a business, retirement, christening a yacht or having
grand-children.
What’s the beverage of choice every single time? It’s always Champagne. And yet from an investment
perspective Champagne is often overlooked because as exciting as it is to drink it’s typically not as exciting
as an investment, but that would be under-estimating the importance it can play diversifying a great wine
portfolio.
The genius of Champagne is its association with success. My enduring first memory of Champagne are the
sprays of Moët and Mumm from winning Formula One drivers. Winners in any sport are often seeing
opening, smashing, or toasting with Champagne. The marketing benefit of this is beyond brilliant, and it has
propelled Champagne to be the most successful regional wine brand in history – so successful in fact that
many don’t even realise it’s a place, simply using Champagne as short-hand for any sparkling wine.
Amongst all Champagne brands a few stand out for particular attention. Krug is unrivalled for its power and
majesty, its exclusivity and explosive power. But it is Dom Perignon that is indisputably the most famous
Champagne brand of all. Such is the strength of its name that even the common man or woman knows
exactly what you mean when you’re opening a bottle of ‘Dom’. There is no other wine brand quite like it.
Dom Perignon is made in astonishing quantities – never confirmed but rumoured to be anywhere from 4-6
million bottles per annum, which would give it about 1.5% of Champagne’s total production. And it’s clearly
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an expensive wine, retailing for anywhere from £130-£175/bottle in retail and often £200+ on wine lists.
Harry Maguire is reported to have recently paid £18,000 for a bottle of 2002 Dom Perignon on holidays in
Mykonos. No wonder he felt aggrieved!
The combination of quantity and pricing gives Dom Perignon a reach like no other wine brand. It’s available
in every airport, in every fine wine bar, on every yacht, at every celebrity party, and in the cellars of the
world’s greatest collectors. Because the most remarkable thing about Dom Perignon is not its pricing, nor
its scale but its outstanding quality which has never wavered, especially under the stewardship of long-time
Chef de Cave Richard Geoffroy. Its styling symbolises all that is elegant, classy and refined about
Champagne (a stark contrast to the brassy depths of Krug).
I have an emotional attachment to Dom Perignon that goes beyond a rational assessment of quality,
because I have used it to celebrate many of the major milestones in my life (once I could afford to buy it
regularly). It was the 1996 that I first enjoyed when I moved to London with a friend from Australia. I drank
a bottle of the 1999 in the same bar (Ball Brothers in Victoria) three years later when I passed my Master of
Wine exams. When I became a Master of Wine three years after that I drank a bottle of the 2002 in London
with my family.
In fact I went very long on 2002 Dom Perignon as its one of the greatest vintages, arguably the finest this
century, and have drank bottles ever since at my wedding, buying my first home and celebrating major
anniversaries. I have sold cases of the same wine to fund business acquisitions and I have given bottles to
friends for whom mere thanks is not favour enough. It has been good to me in life, in happy times and in
business. I drink it every year and think about it frequently.
The point is that all great
Champagne is regularly
and routinely consumed.
While 2020 has not, on
the whole, been the
greatest year of triumph
there are always people
celebrating some special
occasion every day of
the year. Its why here at
Oeno we are enthusiasts
for Champagne as an
investment.
A great example are
exceptional bottles from
the small Salon
Champagne house which
enjoy a cult following.
Mature bottles regularly
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change hands for four-figure sums, generating some seriously impressive market-beating returns. Although
the wider Champagne market may not always not enjoy the spectacular long-term returns of top
Burgundies, Italian legends or Californian reds, it also boasts incredibly low volatility thanks to consistent
demand and a relentless marketing machine.
Such is the effectiveness of Dom Perignon and Krug parent company, LVMH, in managing their distribution
and positioning is that the prices are absolutely stable. I have never, not once, not ever, seen the price of
top Champagne go down. Instead it stays steady for a number of years after release and then begins to
enjoy gentle price appreciation as older stocks are consumed.
Wines like Dom Perignon and Krug are also not held back for later sale by LVMH, so finding older vintages in
the market in good quantities is always a challenge. Its largely bought and drunk but consuming it all young
is doing it a grievous disservice. 2002 Dom Perignon has enjoyed a steady improvement in quality over the
decade or so in bottle, and is happily on a magnificent plateau of pleasure where it will sit for at least the
rest of this decade.
The 2008 vintage (which was released last year) is undeniably on the same arc. In fact with the 2010 having
just been released, a drinking vintage of DP, the 2008 is a superstar of the future that will sit alongside 2002
as one of the all-time greats. It should be cellared, and treasured for consumption no earlier than 2025.
Low price volatility is only one benefit of Champagne. The other is that it is highly liquid, thanks to eternal
and ongoing consumer demand. We see wines like Krug and Dom Perignon forming wonderful bricks in a
diversified and balanced investment portfolio, offering stable valuations, long-term and sustainable growth
and facile liquidity if positions need to be reduced.
And when you can buy in volume as we can at Oeno then you have stocks that are always of interest to
restaurants, bars and consumers all around the world. Every day of the year.
Justin Knock MW, Chief Wine Analyst
Justin Knock has the rare distinction of being one of the few Masters of Wine to
pass the notoriously tough exams first time round in 2010. He has held numerous
high-profile roles in the wine industry such as UK Director of the California Wine
Institute. With extensive experience in wine production, distribution and
marketing, Justin brings a wealth of industry expertise to the company as Oeno’s
Chief Wine Analyst.
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WHICH WINES TO BUY NOW
August has been a busy month for Oeno with our continuing support of the beleagured hospitality sector
which is slowly adapting to a new normal during this global pandemic. We have continued to offer our
exceptional range of wines which are ready to drink, with a GB Pound included in each bottle as a small
donation towards a charity set up in support of our friends and partners of the hospitality industry. The end
of the month and September will see the reopening of more places, which have been on stand-by
especially due to the very low influx of tourists in London.
Exciting releases during August have included the ultra-exclusive Fattorie dei Dolfi in Tuscany, as well as the
rare and acclaimed Dominio de Es wines in Ribera del Duero in Spain. Burgundy was still going strong as it
was in July with some rare Domaine de la Romanée-Conti wines being offered in all cuvees and bottle sizes.
As always I have tasted a range of delicious wines this month which I can’t wait to share with you. First of
all, a delicious and great value Provence rose which we have just included into our Trade portfolio, Chateau
Maime Heritage Rosé 2019, composed of Syrah, Grenache and Cinsault. Pure, fragrant and floral, with
aromas of Orange blossom, violet and raspberry, this is a very food friendly wine which pairs well with
Asian cuisine, robust fish dishes and cheese. Perfect for summer holidays and warmer days, but the wine
can sustain colder weather and we should see the wines in a few of our top restaurant clients.
In terms of white wine, a curiosity and a rarity alike is the Silver Heights Family Reserve Chardonnay 2017,
which we carry in very limited quantities. Silver Heights is our exclusive agency from the Ningxia Province in
China whose Family Reserve Chardonnay is made in a Burgundian style. Very often Chinese Chardonnays
are heavily oaked, high in alcohol and sometimes aged in acacia Wood, while this wine is fresh, low in
alcohol (11%), pure and zesty like its counterparts in Burgundy. Superb with poultry or umami food, the
enticing flavour profile features hints of lemon curd and sage with a salty minerality finish.
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My next recommendation is the outstanding Chateau Belle-Vue La Renaissance 2011 which originates
from Bhamdoun in Lebanon. This is a wine close to my heart for many reasons, but in the current
catastrophic economic and humanitarian circumstances in the country it only feels right to support such a
great winery. The wine is made of Cabernet Franc and Merlot, grown in altitude in the village of Bhamdoun
which is like a Garden of Eden located just a few kilometres away from Beirut. (vineyard pictured above)
The wine showcases a very Bordeaux style with a New World edge to it. There’s superb candied blueberry
fruit, cassis-like aromas and a touch of tropical notes from the oak usage on a ripe and fleshy palate.
Perfect with a juicy piece of beef or with a rack of lamb.
Lastly and not for much longer, as we are going to move to a new vintage soon, the wine of the moment is
the Clavis Orea Saint-Emilion Grand Cru 2016. The wine is the fruit of the collaboration between a former
chef Franck Jugelmann and a former sommelier Lahcene Boutouba. 2016 is only their second vintage and is
already rated as highly as some of the most premium wines of the appellation. The wine is a blend of
Merlot, with a little Cabernet Franc and Cabernet Sauvignon, sourced from different part of the SaintEmilion district on deep clay and limestone soils.
The wine showcases great vinosity, intensity and texture, combining crunchy cassis fruit, cranberry and
mixed spice with great freshness and lovely backbone. Perfect with red meats and lamb dishes.
The OenoHouse project is underway and should open by the end of the year in the City in the historic Royal
Exchange in a unit spreads over three floors. The ground floor will showcase a different bluechip winery
every month, with additional spaces spread throughout the unit for private meetings, exclusive tastings, or
just enjoying a glass of wine outside in the London sunshine.
We have contracted a team of top designers to revamp the space and make it look absolutely incredible. In
the pipeline are custom-made displays and cutting-edge design, plus the best artisan food and finest wines
on the planet in the very finest exclusive glassware. More to come on this subject in the coming months!
Olivier Gasselin, Director of Trade
Olivier Gasselin has been in the wine trade since 2001 with his career taking him all
over the globe as head sommelier and wine buyer for restaurant groups like D&D
London and Hakkasan. Olivier was awarded Best Sommelier in the Middle East
three times, also winning the Sommelier Wine Challenge at Imbibe Live 2016,
before completing his WSET Diploma in 2018. As Head of OenoTrade Olivier uses
his extensive contacts to keep everything running smoothly.
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